Retinal ganglion cells can rapidly change polarity from off to on
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Retinal ganglion cells are commonly classified as On-center or Off-center depending on whether they are excited predominantly by brightening or dimming within the receptive field. Here we report that many ganglion cells in the salamander retina can switch from one response type to the other, depending on stimulus events far from the receptive field. Specifically, a shift of the peripheral image—as produced by a rapid eye movement—causes a brief transition in visual sensitivity from Off-type to On-type for approximately 100 ms. We show that these ganglion cells receive inputs from both On and Off bipolar cells, and the Off inputs are normally dominant. The peripheral shift strongly modulates the strength of these two inputs in opposite directions, facilitating the On pathway and suppressing the Off pathway. Furthermore, we identify certain wide-field amacrine cells that contribute to this modulation. Depolarizing such an amacrine cell affects nearby ganglion cells in the same way as the peripheral image shift, facilitating the On inputs and suppressing the Off inputs. This study illustrates how inhibitory interneurons can rapidly gate the flow of information within a circuit, dramatically altering the behavior of the principal neurons in the course of a computation.

Introduction

In the retina, signals flow along parallel, spatially distributed pathways [1]. A major split occurs at the very first synapse: On bipolar cells and Off bipolar cells respond to light with the opposite sign. Retinal ganglion cells receive excitatory input from On or Off bipolars within their dendritic field. Accordingly, On ganglion cells are excited by an increase of illumination in the receptive field center, and Off ganglion cells by a decrease. In addition, certain ganglion cells draw on both bipolar cell types, and are excited transiently both at the onset and the offset of illumination [2,3]. Light falling on the receptive field surround generally antagonizes the action of light in the center: An On cell will be inhibited and an Off cell excited. By contrast, moving stimuli in the receptive field surround can cause a great variety of effects. Pure image motion in the periphery, without stimulation of the receptive field center, is often found to excite retinal ganglion cells [4–7], although certain moving patterns produce inhibition [8–10]. When the receptive field center is stimulated as well, peripheral motion generally suppresses the cell’s sensitivity to the center [11–14], with the occasional differing report [6].

In natural vision, large displacements of the entire visual field are very common [15,16]. Some animals, including humans, make eye saccades several times a second, whereas others move their heads to explore a visual scene; in either case, the image shifts rapidly over the retina. Human visual sensitivity decreases dramatically during a saccade, and also during passive image shifts in absence of eye movements [17,18]. Thus at least part of the suppression is triggered by the visual stimulus, rather than central eye control signals. Both saccades and passive peripheral image shifts inhibit visual responses in the lateral geniculate nucleus [18,19], and this may well be the site of the perceptual suppression [20].

The picture emerging from these studies is that each visual neuron monitors events within its receptive field, but the gain of its response to these stimuli can be modulated by global shifts in the image. Here we present evidence from retinal ganglion cells showing that an image shift can have more profound effects by fundamentally altering what stimulus features the neuron will sense. In extreme cases, this leads to the transient conversion of an Off response into an On response. Exploring the retinal circuits underlying this response reversal, we found that the effect of an image shift can be mimicked by depolarizing certain amacrine cells. These are part of the lateral network that communicates global image motion to the ganglion cells.

Results

We recorded extracellularly from retinal ganglion cells in the isolated salamander retina. To probe how a ganglion cell responds to light, we projected a flickering spot that covered the receptive field center and slightly beyond (Figure 1A). The spot intensity was modulated in a pseudo-random fashion, and the relation between this dynamic flicker stimulus and
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The eye communicates to the brain all the information needed for vision in the form of electrical pulses, or spikes, on optic nerve fibers. These spikes are produced by retinal ganglion cells, the output neurons of the retina. In a popular view of retinal function, each ganglion cell responds to a small region of interest in the visual image, known as its receptive field, and is specialized for certain image features within that window. When a cell encounters that image feature, the neuron responds by firing one or more spikes. Different neurons are tuned to different features. For example, some ganglion cells fire when light dims, others when it brightens. Here we show that a rapid shift in the image on the retina can cause a dramatic change in a neuron’s preferred feature: For example, a dimming-detector can briefly turn into a brightening-detector. We explore the mechanisms that implement such a switch of feature tuning, and the consequences it might have for visual processing.

A Peripheral Image Shift Causes Some Cells to Change Center Response from Off to On

To learn more about the effect of the peripheral shift on local visual processing, we computed the LN model parameters for each ganglion cell in successive 100-ms intervals after the shift [23]. Figure 2A illustrates results that were typical for On-type responses. The filter function shows a biphasic positive peak, indicating that the cell is excited by a dark-to-light transition and fires about 100 ms later. When the peripheral shift occurs, the cell’s firing rate is transiently boosted more than 6-fold. However, the filter function remains unchanged during this time, indicating that the neuron always encodes the same stimulus features, though with varying numbers of spikes. A typical Off-type response is illustrated in Figure 2B. This neuron was excited by light-to-dark transitions. The peripheral shift strongly suppressed the firing of this cell, yet the filter function remained unchanged. These cases conform to the classical notion that peripheral image motion modulates the gain of the center response, but not its selectivity.

A very different behavior was found in another group of ganglion cells (Figure 2C). Their filter function had a characteristic Off-type shape, but about 100 ms after the peripheral shift, the filter switched to an On-type shape with a distinct positive peak. This persisted for a short time, and by 400 ms after the peripheral shift, the filter reverted to an Off-type waveform. Thus, the ganglion cell transiently reported visual messages of the opposite sign: increases rather than decreases in intensity. This kind of polarity reversal of the response was observed in 16% of all recorded ganglion cells, but we will show that it is a special case of a much more widespread phenomenon. Polarity reversal was never observed in ganglion cells with On-type responses at baseline.

A Two-Pathway LN Model

If a ganglion cell indeed receives excitation from both the On and the Off pathways, one expects that some of its spikes are caused by a transient brightening and others by a transient dimming. To test this directly, we inspected the intensity waveforms preceding each of the neuron’s spikes, the so-called spike-triggered stimuli. We performed a principal component analysis on this set of waveforms (Figure 4A) and projected them on the two most significant dimensions (Figure 4B). Each spike-triggered stimulus is represented by a point in this space. For the sample neuron of Figure 2C, the points form two clearly separated clusters (Figure 4B). The average waveform of each cluster indeed corresponds to a transient brightening and a transient dimming respectively. Thus, one set of the ganglion cell’s spikes can be identified as arising from the On pathway, and the other from the Off pathway. The On cluster disappeared completely when APB was added to the medium (13/13 cells). Clearly the simple LN model of Figure 1B does not do so.
justice to this confluence of two pathways leading to the ganglion cell. However, a natural extension is to describe each pathway by an LN model and sum their outputs to predict the ganglion cell's firing rate. The filter functions and nonlinearities in each pathway were obtained by fitting separate LN models to the On-spikes and the Off-spikes of Figure 4B. This results in the two-pathway LN (2LN) model of Figure 4C. Note that each of the nonlinearities is strongly rectifying. This means that during a transient brightening in the stimulus, the Off pathway is effectively silent while the On pathway causes firing, and vice versa during a transient dimming. The shapes of the two nonlinearities determine the relative strength of the two pathways. For example, in Figure 4C, the Off pathway has a lower threshold and thus produces more spikes, as is evident from the clusters in Figure 4B.

The mechanism proposed here is a special case of multi-input LN models, and various general methods have been described for estimating the parameters of such models [25–27]. However, in applying the analysis of Figure 4B to 248 ganglion cells, we never encountered more than two clusters, suggesting that only two pathways with distinct nonlinear processing contribute to the response. Thus the 2LN model was found sufficient, and indeed, it performed well in capturing the responses of these ganglion cells: The 2LN
prediction for the time course of the firing rate matched the actual time course to better than the trial-to-trial noise in the firing rate (see Materials and Methods).

The 2LN Model Accounts for Modulation by Peripheral Image Shift

By the above cluster analysis, one can identify which of the ganglion cell’s action potentials are caused by the On pathway and which by the Off pathway (Figure 4B). The peripheral shift stimulus left these two clusters intact, but modulated their respective spike numbers (Figure 5A). A raster plot that flags On and Off spikes allows a separate computation of the firing rate caused by the On and Off pathways (Figure 5B), and illustrates the dynamic changes introduced by the peripheral shift. Under baseline conditions just preceding a shift, for example, this neuron is strongly dominated by the Off pathway. About 0.1 s after the peripheral shift, On firing increases sharply whereas Off firing plummets, and the neuron is transiently dominated by the On pathway. We recomputed the 2LN model in successive 0.1-s intervals before and after the shift (Figure 5C). Note that the linear filters obtained for the two pathways remain essentially unchanged in shape at all times. The only change induced by the peripheral shift is in the nonlinearities: The On nonlinearity shifts to the left, transiently lowering the threshold for On signals; whereas the Off nonlinearity shifts to the right. Further, the two nonlinearities have a simple shape: they are monotonically rectifying. By contrast, the best single-pathway LN model (Figure 5C, bottom) requires a time-dependent change of the filter function as well as a change in the nonlinearity, which furthermore takes on a more intricate U-shape. Thus, the move to a 2LN model, even though it introduces additional fitting parameters, actually yields a much simpler description in which the filter functions remain constant in time. This suggests that the peripheral shift does not interfere with the dynamic processing within the On and Off retinal pathways, but merely alters the scalar weighting of their respective outputs at the ganglion cell.

A Peripheral Shift Selectively Facilitates On Inputs

The analysis illustrated in Figures 4 and 5 was applied to a sample of 248 ganglion cells, of which 149 cells were driven significantly by both the On and the Off pathway (see Materials and Methods). Among these cells—which we will now call On-Off cells—the relative weighting of the On and Off pathways varied over a wide range of about four orders of magnitude: from 100-fold dominance by Off inputs to 40-fold dominance by On inputs (Figure 6A). Following a peripheral shift, most neurons experienced a transient increase in the On/Off balance. This effect was large: a greater than 2-fold enhancement was seen for 61% of the cells, and a greater than 10-fold change was seen in 19%.

This transient increase of the On/Off ratio was observed in cells with a wide range of ratios at baseline. A subset of cells
(top-left quadrant in Figure 6A) were moderately Off dominated at baseline and switched to moderately On dominated after the image shift. These correspond closely to the cells identified as undergoing polarity reversal by simple visual inspection of the linear filter (Figure 2C). This analysis shows that polarity reversal is merely a special case of a more general phenomenon, namely a relative enhancement of the On pathway, which affects the majority of all retinal ganglion cells in our sample.

Over the whole population of On-Off ganglion cells, the peripheral image shift suppressed the average Off response from 0.1 to 0.4 s (Figure 6B). The On response also showed a slow suppression, but to a lesser extent. In addition, the On response was greatly enhanced over a short period from 0.1 to 0.2 s after the shift. This resulted in a dramatic change in the ratio of On and Off spikes: Whereas this ganglion cell population at baseline mostly emits Off spikes, during the interval from 0.1 to 0.2 s, it produces On and Off spikes in about equal numbers. The same result holds when one extends the analysis over all ganglion cells, including those with pure On and pure Off responses (Figure 6B).

A Hypothetical Circuit to Explain the Peripheral Shift Effects

Figure 7 depicts a possible neural circuit that accounts for all the observed effects of a peripheral image shift: polarity reversal in ganglion cells (Figure 2C), slow suppression of the Off pathway (Figures 2, 5, and 6B), and transient enhancement of the On pathway (Figures 2, 5, and 6B). The ganglion cell receives inputs from On and Off bipolar cells. The On bipolar input is tonically suppressed by an amacrine cell (labeled A2), for example, via inhibition at the presynaptic terminal [28,29], and thus the Off inputs dominate. However, an image shift in the periphery stimulates a second amacrine cell (labeled A1), and this neuron in turn suppresses the Off bipolar input through an inhibitory synapse. In addition A1 inhibits A2 [30], which transiently relieves the suppression of the On bipolar inputs. If the synapse from A1 to A2 desensitizes rapidly, then disinhibition of the On pathway would be more transient than suppression of the Off pathway, as observed. When both amacrine cells have
regained their resting state, the ganglion cell reverts to its baseline off-dominated response.

An Amacrine Cell That Facilitates On Inputs and Suppresses Off Inputs to Ganglion Cells

To search for neural elements of the proposed circuit (Figure 7), we recorded intracellularly from many types of amacrine cells [23]. An interesting candidate is illustrated in Figure 8. This is a wide-field amacrine cell (Figure 8A), with processes extending hundreds of micrometers, and thus capable of conveying laterally the effects of a peripheral image shift. Functionally, it is a transient On-type neuron, as revealed by its response to a full-field step of light (Figure 8B). When presented with a shifting grating, this amacrine type responds with a prolonged depolarization lasting about 0.5 s (Figure 8C). The response is identical for shifts in both directions. This can be understood if the neuron pools input from multiple rectified bipolar cells with small receptive fields [31,32]. Note that these properties accord with neuron A1 in the circuit of Figure 7.

To measure the effect of this amacrine cell on the response properties of ganglion cells, we injected 0.5-nA current into the neuron through the electrode while at the same time recording extracellularly from many nearby ganglion cells, and presenting a visual flicker stimulus. The current pulses alternated in sign, and the visual responses of ganglion cells were analyzed separately during periods of amacrine cell depolarization and hyperpolarization. Recall that depolarization simulates the effects of a peripheral image shift on this neuron.

For a typical On-Off ganglion cell, the 2LN model again allowed identification of spikes coming through the On and Off pathways (Figure 9A). Remarkably, depolarization of the amacrine cell modulated the two pathways in opposite directions: The number of On spikes increased by a factor of 1.8, the Off spikes decreased by a factor of 0.75, and thus...
the On/Off ratio increased by a factor of 2.4 during amacrine cell depolarization (Figure 9B and 9C).

We repeated this analysis for three On-transient amacrine cells and all their simultaneously recorded On-Off ganglion cells (Figure 9D). Each of these amacrine cells, when depolarized with 0.5-nA current, caused a substantial increase in the On/Off ratio of nearby ganglion cells. Hyperpolarization produced a comparable decrease in the ratio. The combined effect was a factor of two to three for the most strongly affected ganglion cells. Other ganglion cells remained unaffected. Only one ganglion cell experienced a significant decrease in the On/Off ratio.

For comparison, we repeated the same experiment injecting current into different types of amacrine cells, having Off- or Off-sustained light responses (Figure 9E). None of these neurons had a systematic or significant effect on the On/Off ratio of nearby ganglion cells.

These results suggest that a wide-field On-type amacrine cell (Figure 8) contributes to the opposing effects of a peripheral image shift on the On and Off channels in the retina. This amacrine cell has the expected response to a shifting grating and in turn, affects the ganglion cells by suppressing the Off inputs and enhancing the On inputs. Note that our current injection experiment stimulated an individual amacrine cell, whereas a peripheral shift would likely activate a great number of these neurons and thus cause stronger and more reliable effects (Figure 6A).

Discussion

Large rigid shifts of the retinal image occur every time an animal reorients its gaze, and each such event introduces a figure showing the relationship between stimulus and response in amacrine cells.
new episode of visual processing. The consequences of such image shifts on retinal function have been the subject of great interest. Peripheral motion is commonly found to suppress the sensitivity of ganglion cells to the receptive field center [11–14], but facilitatory actions have been reported as well [6]. The experiments reported here provide a more complete understanding of these shift effects and also give insight into retinal circuitry and the nature of neural coding by ganglion cells. The principal new results are as follows:

First, in the salamander retina, a peripheral image shift transiently suppresses the Off pathway but facilitates the On pathway. Second, in On-Off ganglion cells, this counterphase modulation of two input pathways to the same neuron leads to a dramatic change of response properties: Many cells switch from Off dominated to On dominated for a short period after the image shift. Third, the modulation is exerted at least in part presynaptically, presumably at the bipolar cell synaptic terminal, because different bipolar cell inputs to the same ganglion cell are modulated in opposite directions. Finally, an amacrine cell was identified that mediates the effect of the peripheral image shift on local processing: It has the appropriate visual response and in turn, causes the counterphase modulation of the On and Off pathways.

Dynamic Neural Coding

A popular view of sensory neurons treats them as “labeled lines”: Each nerve fiber is labeled with a certain sensory feature, and the neuron’s firing reports to central brain circuits how prominent that feature is in the stimulus [33]. In this picture, a peripheral image shift leads to a sudden and transient relabeling of optic nerve fibers, and we showed that for some retinal ganglion cells, this relabeling amounts to a complete change in sign of the sensory feature. Under these conditions, the labeled line picture is of limited value, and it becomes necessary to inspect this dynamic process further.

Although all ganglion cell types experience a change in neural coding (Figure 2), the issue is most clearly illustrated by the On-Off cells. Figure 10 plots the visual message of such a neuron for spikes produced at different times before or after the image shift. When there is no motion in the periphery, a spike from this neuron reports a dimming within its receptive field. But shortly after a peripheral image shift, a spike stands for a brightening in the receptive field.

One notable aspect of the recoding is its speed: It occurs with a short latency of about 80 ms after the image shift, and the change in sign of the visual message lasts only about 100 ms (Figures 2C, 5B, and 6B). By comparison, the duration of the spike-triggered average stimulus is about 400 ms (Figures 4A and 10). Thus the modulation of the message carried by the neuron occurs on a time scale shorter than the visual message itself. This is in clear distinction to various adaptation phenomena—such as light adaptation [34] and contrast adaptation [23]—for which the coding rules can change on a time scale considerably longer than the message.

As a consequence of this very rapid modulation, one finds that the change in sign of the visual message extends even to time points that precede the peripheral image shift (dashed line in Figure 10). This means that a light stimulus at one point in time may either increase or decrease the neuron’s firing, but the decision about this is made only later in time, depending on the occurrence of an image shift. It may seem paradoxical that the report to the brain about one visual event can be altered by a subsequent visual event, but similar effects are well known in human perception, for example in phenomena of “backward masking” [35]. The present instance is easily understood in the context of the circuit model in Figure 7. The temporal integration that determines the 0.4-s time course of the visual message is performed separately in each of the bipolar cell pathways; thus, each bipolar cell holds a record of events 0.4 s in the past. The amacrine cell circuit then simply switches which of those two records gets forwarded to the ganglion cell, without altering the content of the bipolar cell signal (Figure 5C).

Saccade Processing

In natural vision, large image shifts happen prominently during saccadic eye or head movements [15,16]. What are the functional consequences of the observed “relabeling” for the coding of such visual events? First, it is useful to note the temporal properties of the neural message from the typical ganglion cell. The average stimulus preceding a spike (Figure 10) is a biphasic curve, with almost perfect cancellation between the positive and negative lobes. This means that the neuron reports the difference between the current intensity and the preceding intensity. This is a common feature of ganglion cells in many species [36,37]. Under baseline conditions, long before or after the saccade, the neuron of Figure 10 is excited by a decrease in intensity, but shortly after the saccade, it is excited by an increase in intensity. For spikes emitted during this period, the negative lobe of the visual message falls before the saccade and the positive lobe falls after the saccade. Therefore, these spikes report the change in the retinal image that is introduced by the saccade, whereas spikes occurring earlier or later report changes intrinsic to the visual scene. For saccade-related image changes, this neuron reports a brightening, but for scene-related changes, it reports a dimming. What could be the possible benefit of such a scheme?

Most vertebrate retinas show an asymmetry between the On and Off pathways: Generally the Off ganglion cells are more numerous and have smaller receptive fields [38–40].
Various ecological arguments have been invoked for this; in the case of amphibians, the bias may be related to a behavioral preference for dark hiding spots [15,41]. In the salamander, the predominance of Off-type retinal responses is evident regardless of how one samples the optic nerve signals [42–44]. Even among the On-Off ganglion cells, there is a strong bias toward the Off pathway under baseline conditions [45] (Figure 6A). However, during the brief period that encodes saccade-related changes in the image, this bias transiently disappears, and over the entire population of ganglion cells, the On responses are as frequent as Off responses (Figure 6B). Note that image changes resulting from a rigid shift have an important distinguishing property: comparing all points in the image, the intensity increases are necessarily matched by intensity decreases. This is true even if the image itself is strongly biased, say for small dark objects on a large bright background. Thus, if the goal is to signal the image changes that result from a saccade, it is best to treat brightening and dimming on an equal footing, and devote the same number of On and Off channels. After the saccade, the ganglion cell population reverts to signaling scene-related changes, with an Off bias presumably governed by the ethological goals of visual analysis. The rapid switch allows the retina to use the same resources for two different modes, interleaved in time. Clearly, this interpretation is speculative and would benefit from further insight into the use of saccade-related signals in downstream visual areas.

Amacrine Cell Circuits

It is a common observation in retinal studies that large-scale image motion causes a suppression of local processing [10–12], and this is thought to be implemented via inhibition from long-range amacrine cells [13,14]. In addition to this suppression, we found a strong transient enhancement that was specific to the On pathway (Figure 6B). We propose that this sign inversion is implemented by a second amacrine cell, which tonically suppresses the On pathway [46], but is itself inhibited by the image shift (Figure 7).

Although alternative circuits can be imagined to implement the observed effects, we identified a type of wide-field amacrine cell that seems to act as proposed in Figure 7. This neuron gets depolarized by a peripheral image shift, and in turn its activity can alter the On/Off balance in nearby ganglion cells by a factor of 2. Because amacrine cells are frequently coupled by electrical junctions, injecting current into one neuron may well depolarize more than one cell. However, the currents used were similar in strength to the synaptic currents under visual stimulation [47], and thus the same events are likely to occur during routine visual processing. This raises the question of how strongly individual amacrine cells in this population are driven by visual stimuli short of a global image shift, for example from local movement within the scene, since such stimuli could result in local modulation of the On/Off ratios among ganglion cells.

Note that these transient On-type amacrine cells (Figure 8) are different from the Off-type polyaxonal amacrine cells involved in the processing of small fixational eye movements [14]. Thus, there is some progress in identifying functions for specific subcircuits and interneurons of the retina, though the intricacy of the inner plexiform layer still leaves many challenges [48]. For example, it is clear that other kinds of amacrine cells also contribute to suppression of the Off pathway by an image shift, since much of this survives when On responses are blocked in APB (Figure 3C).

Neural Switches

Seen in a broader context, we have illustrated an instance in which two very different signaling pathways are connected to a target neuron, and a neural switch controls which of the pathways is allowed to provide the input signal (Figure 7). Such switching circuits have been postulated previously, to explain dramatic changes in neuronal selectivities. For example, the visual receptive field of a cortical neuron can shift depending on the state of the animal’s attention [49]. Also, in experiments that induce binocular rivalry, some cortical neurons appear to be connected alternately to the left or the right eye [50]. More generally, the ability to rapidly reroute information flow based on the outcome of an earlier computation is essential in computing machines, and it is difficult to imagine brain function without it [51]. It is intriguing to find the principle used as early as the retina. Here it appears that switching is accomplished by inhibitory local neurons (Figures 8 and 9) that control individual synaptic inputs to the target neuron, presumably through mechanisms of presynaptic inhibition (Figure 7). It will be useful to study this neural switch in more detail, and test whether the mechanisms generalize to other brain circuits.

Materials and Methods

Electrophysiology. To record the spike trains of retinal ganglion cells, the isolated retina of a tiger salamander was placed on a flat array of 61 microelectrodes as described [52] and bathed in oxygenated Ringer’s solution at 20 °C–22 °C. Recordings ranged from 2 to 8 h in duration, during which ganglion cells maintained a stable average firing rate. The receptive fields of all ganglion cells were mapped using flickering checkerboard stimuli for about 40 min [52]. We recorded from 81 Off cells, 18 On cells, and 149 cells whose responses were characterized as On-Off, a total of 248 cells in 20 retinas.

To examine the contribution of On bipolar cells, 100 µM APB was added to Ringer’s solution for 30–45 min prior to the start of recording. Sharp electrode recordings from amacrine cells were conducted as described previously [23]. Electrodes were filled with 2 M potassium acetate and 3% Rhodamine Dextran 10,000 MW (Molecular Probes, Eugene, Oregon, United States), with a final impedance of 150–250 MW. After recording, cells were filled iontophoretically (1–3 nA pulses, 5–10 min) and imaged using a confocal microscope with a 40× oil-immersion objective.

Visual stimulation. Stimuli were projected onto the retina from a video monitor at a photopic mean intensity of about 10 mW/m². The display (Figure 1A) consisted of a circular spot (800-µm diameter) surrounded by a grating of black and white stripes (width 136 µm or 68 µm). The spot’s light intensity was chosen anew every 30 ms from a Gaussian probability distribution with contrast (standard deviation [SD] mean) of 30%. The surrounding grating shifted by a half period every 0.9 s.

Analysis. The relation between ganglion cell firing rate and visual stimulus was fitted by an LN model [21,23] or by a 2LN model. The intensity s(t) of the circular spot was measured from the video monitor at 1-ms resolution, and normalized to have zero mean, a standard deviation equal to the contrast (0.3), and dimensionless units. In the LN model, this stimulus waveform is first convolved with a linear filter function F(t), yielding the function

\[ g(t) = \int s(t')F(t-t')dt'. \]

This, in turn, is passed through an instantaneous nonlinear function N(g) to yield a prediction for the neuron’s firing rate

\[ r'(t) = N(g(t)) = N \left( \int s(t')F(t-t')dt' \right). \]

The best-fit filter F(t) and nonlinearity N(g) were derived by minimizing the squared deviation between the actual response r(t)
and the prediction \( r'(t) \), as described [23]. Note that the vertical scale of \( F(t) \) trades off with the horizontal scale of \( N(t) \); we resolved the ambiguity by normalizing the filter such that the variance of the filtered stimulus, \( g(t) \), was equal to the variance of the stimulus, \( s(t) \).

In the 2LN model, the predicted firing rate is the sum of two LN pathways,

\[
r'(t) = N_1(s_1(t) + h_1(t)) + N_2(s_2(t) + h_2(t))
\]

(3)

To estimate the two filters, we inspected the set of 1-s stimulus segments \( s(t) \) that preceded each action potential. A principal component analysis of these stimulus waveforms typically yielded four to five significant components (Figure 4A). The stimulus segments \( s(t) \) were then projected onto the subspace spanned by the first two principal components (Figure 4B), although higher dimensions were explored. Generally, this plot revealed two distinct clouds, and the k-Means algorithm was used to sort the points into two clusters. One cluster was found to be centered on an On-type stimulus, the other on an Off-type stimulus, and the spikes belonging to the points were accordingly sorted into On spikes and Off spikes. Then the On spikes and Off spikes were separately fitted by an LN model as described above, yielding the two pathways of the 2LN model (Figure 4C). Note that the principal component subspace served merely to identify the clusters, and all subsequent analysis took place using the full stimulus space.

To evaluate the quality of the 2LN model, we compared the residual between the 2LN fit and the actual firing rate to the trial-to-trial fluctuations in the actual firing rate:

\[
Q = \sqrt{\left( (r'(t) - r(t))^2 \right)^2 / \left( (r(t))_i - (r(t))_j \right)}
\]

(4)

where \( r(t) \) is the firing rate on trial \( i \), smoothed with a Gaussian filter of 10 ms SD, \( r'(t) \) equals \( r(t) \), and the firing rate averaged over trials, \( r'(t) \) is the predicted firing rate, \( (\ldots)_i \) is the average over time, and \( (\ldots)_j \) is the average over trials.
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